
ONE STOP SHOP GAMING BLOCKCHAIN 
ECOSYSTEM FOR GAMERS AND DEVELOPERS�



Wait, we have a solution!
Decentralized Gaming 
Ecosystem Where:

Gamers will own assets that can be traded, borrowed, or sold

Users can securely sell games in the form of the NFTs on 
specialized marketplace

Gamers can organize them in guilds fully operable by smart 
contracts

Gamers can EARN by playing games

OK, so what’s wrong?
Centralization of the gaming assets 
and gaming markets

Gamers are not owners of the gaming assets they have in the 
games. They cannot trade or sell them. Developers can take 
assets from them at any time!

Blockchain games can be immersed with the same gaming 
assets across the games. Data on the blockchain is transparent 
and everyone can use it in new games. But the looks are not 
the same and players cannot connect with the new games!

Users cannot securely resell games they own.



https:\\www.infinitygames.com

Decentralized And Immersed Metaverse Where:

Any studio which joins the Infinity Games ecosystem will get all 
graphic models of all assets in our ecosystem. It is a win-win 
situation for gamers and developers. Gamers can use their 
assets 
(characters or items) in new games. Developers will got a user 
base and faster development time.

Infinity Games metaverse will be an ever-growing metaverse 
with which users can connect and identify.

There is More!
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https:\\www.infinitygames.tech
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What are we building?

Infinity Games will be a fully decentralized ecosystem 
run by people with specialized nodes.

On the web platform, users will be able to find and play 
games, track their progress and assets, trade or borrow 
them on the marketplace and join and organize guilds. 

On the web platform, game developers will have full 
logistical support. They will have access to all graphical 
and phyisical models of all assets in the Infinity Games 
ecosystem.
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The First Game
In Our Metaverse



How are we planning to earn?

We take:

10% commission for service of selling games that are not free to 
play (commission and developers’ percentages for future reselling 
can be adjusted)

3% commission for enabling independent studios to sell their 
digital assets

Direct sales of digital assets from the in-house games. The first 
game is Infinity Heroes

2% commission for our service from the NFTs marketplace.

2% commission from borrowing digital assets



Locked by the smart contract (verified and all public addresses).
Emission for Infinity Founding and PtoE rewards to be decided by DAO.
Emission for Infinity Heroes (First Game) and Infinity Nodes to be decided by 
team, and later DAO.

Vesting dynamics will be transparent to community.

Marketing, development, CEXs. Transparent to the community.

Ecosystem
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How will we acquire users and retail?

20% of the private sale and early investment funding will be used for connection with:
- prominent YouTube influencers in crypto gaming niche (Alex Becker, Crypto Banter, Paul Barron…)
- prominent influencers on Crypto Twitter
- targeting campaigns on r/cryptocurrency and narrow selection of crypto/blockchain websites

2.5% of the INFY total token supply (250,000,000) is secured for the play to earn rewards for our first game Infinity Heroes. It will be 
used as user acquisition to reward early adopters

8% of the total token supply will be used for the marketing purposes

Regular airdrops for digital assets (NFTs) from the games to gain a player base and build a community

Roadmap

2022

Q4
2023

Q1
2023

Q2
2023

Q3
2023

Q4
- Airdrop with NFTs from Infinity
Heroes (our first game)

- Infinity Heroes alpha release
- User dashboard on the website
- Marketplace on the website
- Launch of the INFY token

- Developers dashboard on the web-
site
- DAO on Infinity Nodes
- Infinity Heroes 1.0 release
- Borrowing and lending of digital
assets on the marketplace
- Infinity Guilds alpha release

- Game Store alpha version - Infinity Nodes resources sharing
alpha version
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How many investments are we looking for?

In the first investment round we are targeting 1.5M USD.

We are opened for equity and private token sale investments.    

We are owners of the grant from the Serbian government in cooperation with the EU for our one-of-a-kind NFT marketplace. 
The same technology will be used in the Infinity Games ecosystem. 

http://www.inovacionifond.rs/en/fond/about-fund
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